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W. Picl. 	A- 

Your paper contains very interesting data Moreover, it has a worth-

while purpose and seems adequately researched. It is also reasonably 

well-written and relatively free of major mechanical problems. 

A major weakness of the paper, it seems to me, is the analysis. 

More than one-half the paper is devoted to the matter of the vast liter-

ature on the Kennedy assassingtion, but it is never made very clear what 

hazard this presents for the historian excepti that he must be cautious 

about the trustworthiness of some of the official sources. One is left 

wondering what the historian is to do with the literature in Wrone's 

other five categories and what special problems that literature poses 

for the historian. If you meant merely to point up the immensity of the 

task of reading the vast literature, you fail rather miserably. If , on 

the other hand, there are real problems to be faced with respect to that 

literature, you do not actually discuss them either. 

The material on problems associated with gaining access to material 

held by governmental agencies is better and includes the specific case 

of Weisberg. However, even here some discussion (conjectural analysis?) 

,f 1111 governmental agencies are or have been so uncooperative would also 

strengthen the paper. Here is where you could have been most imaginative!
 

Generally, you are much better at narrating details than offering analysis
. 

I think you will need to work on this. 

Stylistically, as noted above, the paper is reasonably well written. 

However, you have a tendency to be wordy, use hyperbole (use of "incredibl
y" 

is an example), over-use commas, split infinitives, and mainsixxxt use 

awkward expressions which often obscure rather than clarify your meaning. 

Mechanically, the paper is generally good. However, more citations 

are needed, esp. pp. 17-19, full bibliographical data should be given in 

first citations of a source, full names should be given when individuals 

are mentioned for the first time, and the appendices should be more neatly
 

organized, reproduced, etc. (e.g., some of the items in the appendices 

lack dates and source indications--unforgiveable1). 

See marginal and interlinear notations for specific examples of the 

above and for other matters not mentioned here. 

(Note: Despite my rather serious reservations about the 

paper which I have indicated above, I think you?' worked 

very diligently on the project and tried to act conscien-
tiously upon the constructive criticism offered--if I could 
direct you through several more months of work, I think 

I could have you writing a much better paper. The grade 

above reflects my evaluation of your total performance on 

the project--not simply the paper alone.) 
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INTRODUCTION 

On November 22, 1963, President John F. Kennedy was brutally 

assassinated in Dallas, Texas. A suspect, Lee Harvey Oswald, was 

quickly arrested, only to be shot to death two days later by a local 

nightclub operator, Jack Ruby. President Lyndon B. Johnson consequently 

created the Warren Commission to investigate the assassination. Their 

Warren Commission Report, issued in September 1964, concluded that Oswal
d, 

acting alone and unaided, had assassinated the President. But research 

by private citizens soon revealed inadequacy and deceit on the part of 

the Commission. Pressure mounted for a new official investigation, 

resulting in the formation in 1976 of the House Select Committee on 

Assassinations. In their Final Report, issued in 1979, the Committee 

stated, "scientific acoustical evidence establishes a high probability 

that two gunmen fired at °resident Kennedy."' The government is offic-

ially continuing the investigation, but they seem to be trying to return 
" 	AAA,Ik-61, 

to the lone-assassin theory,2incredible in view of the fact that over
 

_ 	- 

fifty-percent of the eyewitnesses in Dealey Plaza believed that sh
ots 

came from a grassy knoll as well as the book depository where Oswald was 

supposedly situated.
3  

1 
Final Report of the Select Committee on Assassinations, H.R. 

95-1828, 95th Cong., 2d sess., p. 3. 

2c pee Appendix A for a report on this latest development..  

3
David R. Wrone, Stephens Point, Wisc., telephone interview held 

July 26,1981. 
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And so it remains up to private citizens to solve the assas-

sination. In this respect, police investigators, congressional com-

mittees, scientific experts, and devoted private citizens can all bring 

forth evidence and theories, but it is the trained historian who is 

probably best equipped to weigh correctly the evidence, sift and sort 

through seventeen years of literature, take into account alleged insti-

tutional cover-ups, and to examine subtle, minute gaps in the evidence. 

If the conspiracy is to be unravelled, historians must begin their work 

immediately, before the trail grows too cold. One might ask, "Why 

bother? Let sleeping dogs lie." But the crime needs to be solved( for 

the simple reason that if the flaws in American society that allowed one 

such tragedy to take place are'hot eliminated, similar -events could occur 

again and—amain,and the stability of this country, which prides itself 

on a peaceful, orderly transfer of power, could crumble. Toward this 

end, this paper shal examine,--i,alnly, two interrelated general problems 

encountered by historians investigating the assassination, namely, asses-

sing the literature? and gaining access to officially withheld material. 



ASSESSING THE LITERATURE 

The vast literature on the  assas
sintation presents the initial 

Iltt Lon Yov4,5;4.-1  p`i 	5 ken., d 	 a, 5  .j.t  

problem;  hundreds of books nd 
article have been written, many 

in con- 4qapaesii.c  

tradiction of each other. To over
come this problem, Dr. David P. W

ronefk 1'6165. 

one of the few historians ever to
 investigate the assassination,

 has 	
VifrOvut 

divided the literature into six ca
tegories: (l)works sustainin

g  the of-

ficial conclusions; (2)works entir
ely irrational; (3)works riddled w

ith 

subjectivity and unsubstantiated t
heory; (L)the exploitative literat

ure; 

(5)sinister publications; and (6)w
orks focused on evidence about the

 mur-

der that strive for objectivity. 
Category one, works sustaining  

the of- 
1- 

ficial conclusions, might includ
e, for example, Gerald Ford's Por

trait , 
CA to. 

61.144,-( 6C(....1 14  

of the Assassin, examined in more
 detail later. It would certainly

 also RA AA. 

include David Belin's November 22
, 1963: You Are The Jury, as Beli

n was 

kwim. kAer. 

tivity and unsubstantiated theory, would inclu
de works of authors who 	L.  

typically found fault with the War
ren Commission's findings;  some

 of 

these authors demonstrated some cr
itical analysis, but much of their

 

work was based on theoretical ass
umptions. An example might be Ca

rl 

Oglesby's The Yankee and Cowboy 
War, which proposed that the assas

sination 

itsk (44m,  

an attorney for the Warren Commis
sion. In category two, works enti

rely 

irrational, one could place Pat Ma
tteo's This Captive Land, which pr

o- 

posed that Kennedy was shot while 
escaping  from a miniature atom

ic bomb'o, A  0 044. 

Another example of irrational work
s would be Thothnu Tastmona's It I

s 

As If..., which connected the assa
ssination with nineteenth-century 
	

ft 

ti.sptei-s 

Mormon leader Brigham Young. C
ategory three, works riddled wi

th subjec- 

3 



was the result of a right-wing conspiracy. Here one might also place 

Michael Canfield and Alan J. Weberman's Cou e4tat in America, which 

proposed that the Central Intelligence Agency was responsible for the 

assassination. The fourth category, the exploitative literature, might, 

for example, include the work of Mark Lane"( who claimed that the British 

Broadcasting Company paid him nothing for the film version of Rush to 

Judgement&  when in fact he received $40,000, one of their largest fees. 

The fourth category might also include Four Days in November, assembled 

by editors of the United Press International and the American Heritage 

Publishing Company. Four Days in November contained lavish color photo- r/  
Cilvht$.1 Itzi_ded Ata. 

graphs, and according to Dr. Wrone, an inaccurate text. The fifth cat- 

egory, sinister publications, might include works such as Farewell  

America. Farewell America" purportedly written by one James Hepburn, 

was published in Litchenstein in 1966, printed in Belgium, and distrib-

uted in Canada, but not in America, by individuals associated with the 

Service de Documentation, d'Enquetes et de Contre-Espionnage, the French 

equivalent of the American CIA. The author(s) of Farewell America alleged 

that Kennedy's death was the result of a conspiracy composed of right-

wing oilmen and rogue CIA elements. The final category, works focused 

on evidence about the murder that strive for objectivity, would typically 

include SyIviR Meagher's Master Index to the JFK Assassination  

Investigations: the Reports and Supporting Volumes of the House Select  

P-4  
61 	

dOilet" 

F. Kennedy: A Comprehensive Historical and Legal Bibliography, 1963-1979, / 
DeLloyd J. Guth and David P, Wrone, The Assassination'of John 	' 

I 	 pp. xix-xv. 	 ' _ I S 
1 ' • trdi-tv 

CPcxoniI,y /0 t'aitt. Tireakcle (a /46/14.44/ 'Cr g//Y;W mf / e4.eve.) , A44/ o(46 lor / 1  -  feleiertec) 	4, GI  

• 15 AAi ne,65147 if 7/.4... kork T--p, tAt. l-ouoryy. — $1, 
j".- ,I..1■1 4.7 . .11" e,.-t-'lef ',;7 e".  ".I 

Committee on Assassinations and the Warren Commission. 

The diversity of the above works demonstrates the value of Wrone's 

groupings, and to his framework one can logically add the official 



government publications, the Warren Commission Report 
and the House 

Select Committee on Assassinations Final Report. With
 a complete work-

ing frame of reference tow-established, the next
 question might be, 

"Where is one..to begin?" 
4T 
A chronological study might initially seem to 7-8.r. 

it'or  
make sense, but it will soon become obvious that conti

nuous non-sequehtial 
C 

reading is required. Overall, the historian must be w
illing to engage 

in a research project of massive proportions, carefull
y organized and 

detailed. Precise, exacting lines of interconnections
 must be maintained, 

as Ford's book, Portrait of the Assassin, examined sho
rtly, will show. 

In addition, each work must be assessed as to its publ
ication date, se-

lection of evidence, stated and underlying real intent
, political orien-

tation of the author(s), their personal involvement in
 the case, and their 

qualifications as an author. 

The starting point of research should be an evaluation
 of the 

first official investigation of the crime, the Warren 
Commission Reports 

prone himself advises, "Knowledge of the origin, opera
tion, and conclu-

sions of the Warren Commission must precede any unders
tanding of the 

swirls of controversy that still surrInd President Ke
nnedy's murder." 

1 

A brief look at this point at the omission will show
 why this is good 

advice. 

By Executive Order No. 11130, dated November 29, 1963,
 President 

Johnson created the Warren Commission, so named after 
its chairman, Chief 

Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, Earl Warren. A mon
ument to Johnson's 

political skills, the other six members the-new-speel-d
ort appointed to 

the panel were a balance of the political right and l
eft: Senator 

Ibid., xiii. 
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John Sherman Cooper, Republican from Kentucky; Senator Richard Russell, 

Democrat from Georgia; Congressman Gerald Ford, Republican from Michigan; 

Congressman Hale Boggs, Democrat from Louisiana; Allen Dulles, head of 

the CIA from 1953-1961; and John J. McCloy, a New York banker, The 

A Commission, in its Report submitted in September 1964 stated that its 
7 

LAJ44 8  
objective has-been to identify the person or persons responsible for both 

the assassination of President Kennedy and the killing of Tippit through 

an examination of the evidence."
1 

Yet a memorandum dated November 26, 

1963, from Deputy Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach to Presidential 

Assisstant Bill Moyers, reveals the underlying real intent of the govern-

ment from the very beginning: "The public must be satisfied that Oswald 

was the assassin; that he did not have confederates who are still at 

large; and that the evidence was such that he would have been convicted 

at trial."
2 

Note that this memorandum was dated even before President 

Johnson created the Commission. 

This obvious discrepancy between the publicly-stated intention' 

and the real intention of the Warren Commission indicates that not only 

the central conclusion of the Report, namely that Lee Harvey Oswald, 
05O 

acting alone and unaided, had assassinated Kennedy, but/ ,be,b- the entire 

Report 1tse1f, including the twenty-six volumes of hearings and exhibits, 

must be viewed with caution, with an eye on prejudicial selection of 

evidence.
3 

 

fLX  
arren Commission Report,  Earl Warren, chairman, p. x. 	C.1.440-1 	1:1- 

ZFie volumes do contain some important original evidence; Sylvia 
Meagher's Master Index provides a much-needed tool for this research, 	 0( .Vo 

i 

it, 	,,, 	
, 	 Ltivi- of 

rir weikPey, 1 am iiiefecte-1 ,;? rut asscstme,"/ 0,  /I/ i trr- f 0  5 -1.P. 
,  

"Li" f oul acc4 eacef ; //eve am eiyeffs' /;,1.. byis4 2if,,,,, 44nce/d4,/ onouiriec2;,;,,, ek, 

' Ad-  /4, //7.4/ 1 ,iitiesic.../ ,%1., ...IAc. 4 ccA Iv 4 7 di 7sk If' wis. xie //e.,..,? 

illSchweicker Report, Richard Schweicker, chairman, p, 23./  

)1 see 
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Before moving on with the literature, a motivation 	blem 

should be noted here: the inadequacy and deceit of the Warren Report, 

amply and factually demonstrated repeatedly by the works of the respon-

sible, objective Report critics, was possibly one reason why serious 

scholars at the time chose to avoid the Kennedy assassination. Because 

of its artificial, selective forcing of the evidence into a preconceived 

pattern, the Warren Report did not close the case, but instead exploded 

%awl "At•cidtS" 	?-Af- 
it into a great deal of recklegs speculation aboI conspiracies. In 

14_ 

American society, the notion that one- * president( was killed for po-

litical reason5 by a conspiracy of rational men is a thought that most 

eol ) 
people in.genexal are not comfortable with. Far more acceptable is the 

traditional pattern of the lone psychotic assassin, at odds with life 

itself, whose act of violence is solely a reflection of his own disturbed 

psyche and hunger for recognition. For example, into this pattern the 

American public has placed with relief1 the recent would-be assassin of 

President Ronald Reagan, John W. Hinkley, Jr., whose motivations  

4 	

appar- 

q
ntly included attracting the attention of an adolescent film actress. 

 Catti6ntifil 
The e-trrreht historian must be willing to overcome this tendency. 

Nor 

The gradual, factual exposure of the government cover-up kep 	
I/  

the assassination under public scrutiny. This process culminated in the 
1te-1C114 

formation in September, 1976 of the second official investigation, the 
6t( 

House Select Committee on Assassinations. The Committee's main conclusi n
, 

stated in their Final Report of 1979, was that "scientific acoustical 

evidence establishes a high probability that two gunmen fired at President
 

Kennedy. Other scientific evidence does not preclude the possibility 

of two gunmen firing at the President." Yet research yields three 

1Final Report, p. 3. 

11 f f Ai 4,  r 1.4.1 Ad," tVe 	 c La as -6 ‘4,.- 	A 



facts which indicate that the HSCA Final pport should be viewed in the 

same light as the Warren Report: (1)4- has been found that the Committee's 

original purpose was to make the Warren Report "persuasive" (2)the acou- 

stical evidence, brought to their attention by three Report critics --

in and of itself a possible indication of their real intention and/or 

investigative thoroughness -- was curiously, or perhaps not so curiously, 

not examined by the Committee until the last day of their publicly-tel-

evised hearings;
2 
(3)the HSCA chairman, Democrat Louis Stokes, quietly 

arranged, before the Final Report was released in July 1979, for all 

the backup records and file to be loc ed tuo fora period of fifty years, 
e_ 	; -Nods cA„„, j_yipeo-a-44-14. 

far beyond the possible reach o Freedom of Information Ac litigation.' 

Working papers of Congress have always been locked away legally for 

fifty years, even beyond the reach of the FOIA; however, Stokes made a 
_____ ___ _ 	 r ____ 

successful, thus far, anyway, special effort to have the records the CIA 
/1,14,1(. 111‘'r 

and other executive-branch agencies compiled for the HSCA investigation, 

to the public. 

So the Committee was forced to state, contrary to their original 

intention/, that there was a high probability that the 1963 assassination 

was the result of a conspiracy. After examining the acoustical evidence
5 

C144_ 

1 
2ln the interview, Wrone said he believes that, given their real 	,i,k,(4- ew  

intentions, the HSCA made their mistake in publicly televising the hearing koz _Tg4. 

Nee Appendix B for historical development of government policy 1;14.6.-6.( 
on release of material, up to 1974 . 	 Sievito-on, 

e Appendix C for the full exposure of Stoke8k efforts. 

5See Appendix D for full details on the acoustical evidence. 

- - 

. 2- 514.1.4 
records not exempt from the amended FOIA, treated in the same fashion: .it IS 16 

as "congressional material", not to be released, under any circumstances,thicklNA-d 

1The New York Times, September 25, 1978, p. 21. 
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9 

on December 29, 1978, the HSCA quickly folded their tent aad scurried 
" t Elect kit) 

into non-existence, officially expiring, inctedibly, the very same day. 
50  14;5 

Now 	t is evident that both the WSrren 	Report and the 
• 	 ,/ ;/- 

t  

House Select Committee on Assassinations Final Report are inadequate 

and incomplete, not to mention deceitful, the historian must return to 

work with the vast non-official literature. As noted earlier, Wroneys 

groupings provide a working frame of reference; however, one must be 

prepared to at least review as much of the literature as possible, regard-

less of tone, content, or characteristics. For example, recall Farewell  

America: it was published in Litchenstein in 1968, printed in Belgium, 

and subsequently distributed in Canada but not in America by individual 

associated with the French SDECE; the author(s) of Farewell America  

alleged that a conspiracy of right-wing oilmen and rogue CIA elements ,puiaL 
6.(  

was responsible for the assassination. Now, consider this recent eviden-A/GOva.1  

tiary discovery: on the night of,.11-146cA,o.r_.1.4A9-141g., the assassination, one F-4.04/4 5P6  

Michelle Roux, alias Souetre, a French intelligence agent probably con- 
6.41"44..4  

nected at some time with the SDECE, was quietly picked up and detained 	711 

briefly by the police, in- Dallas, Roux was put on a plane and flown out 	I/7,4A" 
Ai 	it4-d- 

of the country, to Mexico, that very night, and there his trail ends. 
P41°'  

No record was ever made of the episode; it is not even clear at this time 

whether or not Roux was officially arrested.
1 

A possible correlation 

emerges: cou Farewell America have been a SDECE-engineered attempt 

to cover-up their possible involvement in a conspiracy, to cover-up 

their guilt by casting suspicion upon right-wing oilmen and rogue. CIA 

elements? So Farewell America and other sinister or non-objective 

'Harold Weisberg, Frederick, Md., telephone interview held 
August 9y11981. 
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literature must be reviewed. Even a cheap supermarket-tabloi
d assassin-

ation article could by some freak chance contain a previously
 overlooked 

valid bit of evidence. 

In addition to being well-organized, the literature research
 tad HA r 

114 kA,x. 
must contain precise, exacting lines of interconnections. Th

e need f 	
4,  
W 

this can clearly be seen by a brief examination of Gerald For
d's book 	

x-1-1 
 

11/0,0 

The material here presented is factual and accurate. As the 

authors of this book worked together daily for 	ten months, th
ey became 	

ieltp 

more and more convinced that the Report itself, while it coul
d tell only 

the bare facts of the tragedy, convinced most readers that th
e Commission 

did its work thoroughly and well. The present account is not
 intended 

to take issue with the conclusions of the Commission. 

And yet, Sylvia Meagher exposed to what extent /the Commissio
n 

2 
did its work thoroughly and well': 

The chairman was in attendance at least part of the time f
or 

all 9i witnesses who came before the Commission, but his coll
eagues heard 

only the following estimated number of witnesses: 

Representative Ford 	70 
Mr. Dulles 	 60 
Senator Cooper 	50 
Mr. McCloy 	 35 
Representative Boggs 	20 
Senator Russell 	6 

So Ford was the most conscientious member of the panel in att
end-

ing the testimony of the witnesses, besides the chairman. Bu
t was there 

something else there, below the surface? The following a
spects of\ 
	

'4C 

1
Gerald F. Ford and John R. Stiles, Portrait of the Assassin, 

p. 7. 

2 
Sylvia Meagher, Accessories After the Fact: the Warren Commi

ssion, 

the Authorities, and the Report, p. xxx. 

1 

/IA- kit 
Portrait of the Assassin. 44,41./641 

Published in 1965, Portrait of the Assassin  was supposedly
 a 

CLAI \(.et 

narrative of the daily behind-the-scenes work of the Warren C
ommission. 	,0.0  

i
q. 
r  a  

Ford stated this'in his forward:
1 

6 44— k  
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Gerald Ford's conduct in the years following the assassination d
emon-

strate clearly the need for maintaining  objectivity and precis
e lines 

of interconnections during  the research: 

1)Ford was an FBI-'mole' in the Warren Commission. Unknown 

1Cto the other members of the panel, Gerald Ford was in secret co
ntact 

with J. Edgar Hoover for at least part of the time he was a Commissi
on 

member. 
1 

2)Portrait of the Assassin is not at all factual or accurate;  

it contains unquestionably signifigant, unindicated omissions of parts 

of the then-classified panel transcripts. The following  example 
of the 

unindicated omissions was obtained by Harold Weisberg  through one of
 his 

numerous Freedom of Information Act lawsuits:
2 

Portrait, page 20: 	 Ford omitted after "paid off": 

"including  such people as the 
head of the government in 
Ecuador, of the police in 
Ecuador, and he said he was 

14  Ili) -Ya-L-6( (Mew, ZL, SC ( 6,1  ALLA_ paying  him more than his sal - 

J. 	

ary each month, so they got 
better service than the local 

11,1AA 141AUX5 CLA-1 	!)4... 
ti  41‹ 	;t(c,( 94,6414. 

1021;64.1e. tina, 
3)In 1974, Ford as President vetoed the critical amendment 

to strengthen the Freedom of Information Act;  when Congress over
whelmingly 

overrode his veto, the new FOIA gave citizens, theoretically, at least,
 

access to previously withheld material, material which exposed, a
mong  

other things, Ford as the FBI Imole!iitil..thwiWarreW:CoMmitsion, and Ford
 

'Guth and Wrone, Legal Bibliography, p. xv. 

22ee Appendix E for the full exposg of Ford as the covert editor 

Ire') 1^-CtA 	c. 	 ke.f,c a-6 O./ e IS 	j 5 -14,-6' C6-4 0-1 

"and he would put down the 
amount he paid off." 

4 	t ;NI lAt,t 14/6rt  014i111045 1
5 ve." 	 ;,„. 	,r 	. • 

government did. And so he 
indicated that he knew how 

it 	 CA-xt" (5. ,AP( -(1-1-11- 	those things were handled at 
that time." 	 —449, 
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as the covert editor of Portrait of the Assassin. 

t)In 19Th, Ford as President personally selected David Belin 

to conduct the Rockefeller Commission investigation of alleged CIA involve-

ment in domestic and foreign assassinations, an investigation which Ford, 

who incidentally had a political race upcoming, must have known could 

possibly, if 'uncontrolled', raise doubts about his conduct on the Warren 

Commission. David Belin was a staff attorney for the Commission in 1963-64; 

in 1973, he published November 22, 1963: You Are the Jury, his own de-

fence of the Report. 

5)Tfie working papers of the Rockefeller Commission, which 

501,vt64-7  
Library in Ann Arbor, Michigan; this fits well into the pattern of secrecy 

which permiates the entire John F. Kennedy assassination case. 

Thus far, the problem of assessing the vast Kennedy assassination 

literature has been explored. During research, the historian willing 

■ 
to investigate what amounted to a successful coup d' etat right here in M/S citct) 
America must maintain strict objectivity, meticulous organization, and riv 41g- 

precise, exacting lines of interconnections; otherwise, the effort may 	Atte 4114‘ 

fail. 	
ai,d ittui...e,to-1, 

There also exists the previously unmentioned Questions of personal ..4 i0.4 

risk. The long years of official deceit, neglect of evidence, and stub- 

born refusal to part with evidence may indicate that a person or per- 

sons operating in the highest levels of government was intimately involved 

not only in the on-going institutional conspiracy to cover-up previous 

114..(4A 
investigative inadequacy, but also in the original assassination conspir- 

acy itself. If in the course of investigation such a wicked possibil- 
	mbi 

ity begins to apnear to be true, a realistic historian should proceed 

was conducted in secret, are sealed in the Gerald R. Ford Presidential 
- 0,14,14 W"Ae- 
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with caution. The possibility of a truely dangerous situation devel-

oping is certainly there, and this may be another reason why historians 

have long avoided the assassination. Unlike events of the distant past, 

the Kennedy assassination is a live, potentially explosive subject; a 
p0-14 

risks one would be willing to undertake. An unsuspected conspirator 

would not hesitate, most probably, to paxmaAa4tly eliminate anyone they 

perceived to be nearing positive identification. 

There remains the problem of gathering new evidence on the assas-

sination, which means, in this case, sadly to say, gaining access to 

officially withheld material. 

decision would have to be made here regarding just exactly what kind of 



GAINING ACCESS TO OFFICIALLY WITHHELD MATERIAL 

After the barren Commission expired in September, 1964, they 

sent all the material they had been working with over to the National 

Archives, to be locked up for a period of seventy-five years. Although 

some of the physical evidence was put on display to satisfy the morbid 

public curiousity, all of the working papers of the Commission were 

classified and thus out of reach for private investigators. This mater-

ial included executive session transcripts, scientific test reports, 

inter-agency correspondence, and the like. The only material the Report  

critics had to work with were the twenty-six volumes of Hearings and  

Fxhibits. The responsible critics, for example Meagher and Weisberg, 

did admirably with this relative scarcity of material, but they wanted 

to dig deeper into the assassination -- they wanted to gain access to 

that classified material. Their efforts were fruitless until 1966, when 

the Freedom of Information Act was passed.
1 
 When the FOIA went into ef- 

ti41(  
feet in 1967, the FBI was forced to release 100,000 pages of material.c 	 I 

kW_ v-c 
Beyond this, -though, the government was able to streee'ssfu-l-ly withhold 

7. the more critical material such as the scientific test reports./6vIce 

„--076 acori0,4 

This problem of gaining access to officially withheld material 

can possibly best be exemplified by the legal efforts of private assas- 

sination investigator Harold Weisberg. Weisberg has devoted the last 

seventeen years of his life to an investigation of the Kennedy murder; 

;See Appendix B for the FOIA chronology - 	ccie 	h 61.5 (-4:147 

4tvz 
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1 
his fifty or so FOIA suits, plus his six books on the crime, all con- 

CavIL 

centrating on the evidenceland _  most of which he had to publish himself, liteeu  
make him, according to Dr. Wrone, the "premier authority" on the subject; 

2 
even government agents, most annoyed by him, consult his work. An exam- 

ination of his FOIA suits filed for disclosure of scientific evidence 

pertaining to the assassination, specifically, test reports on a curb- 

stone from Dealey plaza, trill,  reveal the uncooperative attitude of the 
7 

government which the historian must be prepared to contend with. 51M^"' 

First, a brief curbstone chronology: at exactly 12:30 PM on the 

fatal day, during the period of time that the shots were fired, bystander 

James Tague was cut on the cheek by flying fragments of material. He 
RA4,,R 11,444- 	Vs( 	c&tcgl 

immediately reported this to police officer Haygood, who onsequently 

searched the area and found a fresh bullet mark on the curbstone near 

where Tague had been standing when injured. For some reason, the Dallas 

police report on the assassination did not include any reference to James 

Tague.3 

The next day, November 23, 1963, Dallas newsmen Tom Dillard and 

James Underwood took photographs of the mark on theicurbstone. Dillard 

F‘IV 	NI 
was interviewed two days later by FBI Agent Kreutzer. Although the FBI 

) 
Wese include Whitewash, Whitewash II,  Photographic Uhltewash,  cei4. 6

/
bacc  

Whitewash IV, Oswald ihNeW Orleans,  And Post Mortem.-!. 
tc44 . 

2 	
i 

 
Guth and Wrone, Legal Bibliography, p. KrVi. 

3
Meagher, Accessories After the Fact, p. 5. 
4
It should be noted here that all the Warren Commission investi-

gative work was 'farmed out' to the FBI, and this may have been one rea-
son for its failure; with its preconceived position and prejudicial se-
lection of evidence, the FBI, in a way, controlled the Commission. Also 
recall Ford as the FBI 'mole' in the Commission. 
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report on this interview was in their possession, the Commission did not 

include it in the Hearings and Exhibits volumes. 

Incredibly, the curbstone itself was then ignored, officially, 

at least, as will be shown shortly, for over six months. However, Tague 

was kept under surveillance from the day of the crime, as were mapy..other 

witnesses.)  When he took films, on his own, of Dealey Plaza at the end 

of May, 1964, this was reported by unknown parties to the Warren 

Commission. On April 9, 1964, Officer Haygood testified at the hearings 

that Tague had been hit on the cheek by fragments during theassassination. 
WOO )arcs 

On June 11, 1964, two FBI agents interviewed James Undergood
17 
 and this 

• 4 +-I 16; 

interview, like the Dillard interview, was also not included in the 

Hearings and Exhibits. 

It was not until July 7, 1964, a full six months after the asses- 
_ 

sination,dia,thi Commission formally request the FBI to investigate the 

curbstone marking. Note that a -request had to be made; the FBI, which 

had obviously known about the curbstone all along, had choosen not to 

mention it to the Commission. On August 5, 1964 -- note the inexcuseable 

time lapse -- FBI photographic expert Lynn Shaneyfelt located the bullet 

mark, took pictures, and supervised the removal of the critical curbstone 

section, which was shipped to the FBI laboratory in Washington, D.C. for 

scientific testing. On September 3, 1964, the FBI informed the Commisssion 

that the distance from the President's car to the curbstone at the time 

of the fatal head-shot -- derived from the Zapruder film ofthe entire 

assassination -- was a full 260 feet. 
it4z/t.c es ■‘C ? 

Irelephone interview with Dr. Wrone 	ctak 	kcLe. 	)1'1" 4"- 
"let e (il, ) 2

1..lagher, Accessories, p. 6. 

ttl-< 6- .2tv--;4<fetA 

	

k/e4 1m-to( ,e641.-co- 	.)/Vt-( fC1L  /Le.- 
azt..."I'Aj 	T.-4.41, 	.4 . 

2 No r Ct.64/7--- 	ieTet(L,i 	, 	is 
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The Warren Report barely mentioned the Tague incident, Serious 

work in that area would most probably have invalidated their pat con-

clusion that Oswald was the lone assassin. Report critics immediately 

pounced upon this bit of dereliction, but it was n until 1967, when 

44-  
the Freedom of Information Act went into effect,(clitfr-the private inves- 

WL 
tigatora-have a legal method of gaining access to the records of the sci-

entific tests performed upon the curbstone. And even then, the govern- 

ment was able to avoid disclosure by using the "investigatory files" c60,ai 

exemption of the Act. The disclosure suits filed by Harold Weisberg itiwt  Ilt.i.,1  

demonstrate the attitude of the government.
1 

, 	 in-,---ti 0-4  

,,,C1? t 
Weisberg filed his first suit in 1970, seeking disclosure of re- 

4

(„..,   to 
ports on spectrographic analysis tests performed upon the assassination 

bullets, bullet fragments, presidential garments, and the curbstone; the 

suit:was filed in the belief that the laboratory tests, if properly 

performed, would disprove key findings of the Warren Commission. The 

Justice Department quickly filed a motion to dismiss, contending that 

Weisberg was not entitled to these files because they were protected by 

the FOIA investigatory files exemption. The Justice Department claimed 

that the exemption was a blanket exemption which protected all the 1,51 

investigatory files from disclosure. Presiding Judge John Sirica, of 
,e,atAr..A.  „tin,  &Lc 	7:7 

Weisberg then took his case to the District of Columbia Court 

of Appeals. On February 28, 1973, this court reversed Sirica's ruling, 

initially,but the Justice Department filed and was ranted a petition 	 .. 
Iivtuil II  nt ri  5 let: ,...5 it 	0 p.,i- ti. I 	4r... /LLGAGL. 

for a rehearing. The same court mysteriously then roceeded to reeve e 
../ 

!..!21'±.:7- 1" 

later Watergate fame, granted the motion to dismiss. 

spl e Appendix F for the legal information on Weisberg's suits 
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171rc 11446. 011  

Aid 1A-CL ss-eAC f 	caw,- 

tAit 	ti.C•virk oaf 4-4,-u re 
Livul bt. c 	! 

its original position; ultimately, on October 24, 1973, this court up- 

held Judge Sirica'a riling by a 9-1 vote. 

Later that year, Weisberg filed a petition with the United 

States Supreme Court, a petition for a review of the Court of Appeals 

decision. The Supreme Court denied- the petition; only one Justice, 

5  William O. Douglas, voted to grant the petition. n44.cAL  

At this point, in 1974, Congress amended the Freedom of 

Information Act, specifically the investigatory files exemption. In fact, 

Congress announced its intention to amend the Act so that it would over-

ride the earlier Court of Appeals decision on the Weisberg suit for dis-

closure. President Ford's veto, as previously mentioned)most probably 

motivated by the fact that litigation resulting from the amendment of 

the Act would possibly reveal his role as the FBI 'mole' in the 

Commission, and as the covert editor of Portrait of the Assassin,  was 

overwhelmingly overridden. 5014"-  

On February 19, 1975, the effective date of the new FOIA, Weisberg 

again filed suit for disclosure in the District of Columbia District 

Court. The government chose a new tactic. Based on their claim that 

they had already produced all records sought by Weisberg, Judge John 

Pratt granted summarylud&M - in effect, dismissal -- in favor of 

18 

the Justice Department. Pratt ruled that the Department had substantially 

complied with Weisberg's requests. This was in spite of the fact that 

FBI Special Agent John W. Kilty, in charge of the search for records at 

the FEE laboratory, had filed two affidavits in direct contradiction of 

each other:1 the first claimed that special neutron activation analysis 

  

e Appendix 0 for the expose of the affidavit discrepancy 1 

i  

C41'4 A- 
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had been performed upon the clothing, windshield, and curbstone; the sec-

ond affidavit denied this. 50-14.-e--- *7  

Later that year, Weisberg appealed this decision, again,.in the • 

District of Columbia Court of Appeals. It reversed and remanded the de- 
tAi 	" to+ Lu 

cision-r.Ight_hack to Judge John Pratt. Inciedibly, Judge Pratt again 

granted the government motion for summary judgement, ruling that they 

had already given Weisberg all the documents available. During legal 

14-CIti€64.■ 
discovery,-thoagh, Weisberg established that, according to the FBI, all 

the spectrographic notes and plates on the curbstone were missing -- 

1 
"destroyed" or "discarded" during "routine housekeeping." 

In 1978 Weisberg again appealed Judge Pratt's decision with the 

Court of Appeals. He pointed out that the government had not sworn under 

oath that all relevant files had been searched; he also brought forth 

evidence, over the government's vehement protests, which showed that in 

fact the FBI had been under instructions from the beginning not to 

destroy or discard records on the Kennedy assassination, and above and 

beyond this, periodic reviews of field office records had actually been 

made to assure that files were being maintained. On April 28, 1980, 

2 
the Court of Appeals reversed and remanded Judge John Pratt. 

On Monday, July 27, 1981, for the fourth time Harold Weisberg 

filed suit for disclosure of
' 
 testing records. His 112-page affidavit 

W14.4 ',vac  VIS celAGE.t 
included recently—obtained evidence indicating  that special neutron 

activation analysis in fact had been performed upon the clothing, wind-

shield, and curbstone, and that the FBI, not liking what the tests 

1Guth and krone, Legal Bibliography,  p. 55. 

1 
2See Appendix H for official case summary and overview 6)1(A 50,44(.1._ 

c.,' 444-i t-i Firs{ 
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revealed, consciously destroyed the records. 1 
	

rcii 62e ALL CtIS 	1mA:fp 

From Weisberg's suits it can be seen that in attempting to gain -11'°,t, '" 

access to officially withheld material, the historian must be prepared 

to contend with a government attitude which can best be described as  

"stonewalling." Two clear indications of this uncooperative attitude 40.1( /t it  10,A 

are the Atif-11.16 accessful attempt by,,HSCA chairman Stokes to have the 
615f(447'' 

backup files compiled for its investigation by executive-branch agencies, 141 

and thus not exempt from the amended Freedom of Information Act, treated 

4-464- e 
as "congressional material", to be locked away from the public for fifty 	 

Afuc'Odrg' 
years, and a possib]w upcoming attempt by tha Reagan administration to 

initiate what Dr. Wrone has described as the "gutting"
2 

of the amended 

Freedom of Information Act.
3  If the government does succepsfully move 	riie,e) 

co-  nro. 	
4 Pp ye.../4 

in this direction, then the trail of the original Onspirators, already / 
;,,,corac://7, 

cold, will quite probably grow much colder. Tt would thus seem that a 
I-Acf 146  

t hi$torian, having made a decision to seriously investigate the 	46Ve,  P-" 

assassination of John F. Kennedy, should try to begin as soon as possible. 66;00- 

&MG". kill, 

ray / /Ad; kVa 5 

e VG-It mofe, 1 A nov;e„-c. 

/A i5 a rca "-AA",  l way! Am,/ 

f
el"), 	f olt4 	Aa ve- 	AV"- 

Ifelephone.interview with Harold Weisberg [Ad:16"/V  7  
2, - lephone interview with Dr. Wrone 

3iee Appendix 1 for Associated Press article concerning this 
recently contemplated move by the Reagan administration 



CONCLUSION 

The main thing a current/his

investigation of the John F. Kennedy assassination is that one must n
ot 

rian must keep in mind during r_ 

get discouraged. The literature research will take a great deal of t
ime, 

I ()Art 
7 	, 	/and the Reagan administration just may attempt to scrap the Freedom 

of 

r 
Information Act, but nevertheless the attempt should be made. As a 

warning of what one should expect to find during the investigation, s
ee 

Appendix J: sometime during the six months that elapsed before the 

critical curbstone section was removed in August, 1964, someone plast
ered 

over part of the bullet smear. 
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